My Kitchen

With check-list for
your personal kitchen profile!

My
kitchen profile

At Nolte Küchen,
you'll find everything you are looking
for: the kitchen
for your home.

Did you know you can make over 1,000 decisions to get a kitchen
planned to suit your personal wishes and needs?
We at Nolte Küchen want to make these decisions easier for you –
while giving you a kitchen that meets you personal expectations on
every score.
How does it work? With a detailed profile of what you wish to see
and need in your kitchen. A profile that reflects your lifestyle and
personal situation in life. To make this as quickly and easy for you,
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we have put together a number of key questions on the next few pages that take a close look at all aspects of life in and with your kitchen.
As you answer them, you will also quickly realise all of the options we
can give you. And creating your kitchen profile is fun too – it really is.
Look forward to a journey through the world of Nolte Küchen!

Refer to the check-list on the
fold-out page:
The questions on the following pages are arranged by
subject matter. Above all, they are initially intended to spark
ideas. At the end of this document you will also find a list
of potential answers to the questions asked – which the
practical fold-out pages let you refer to whenever you wish
while you are reading.

Planning with emotion and reason.
This is how!
You can answer all of the questions in the order they are in or in
any sequence you choose. Sometimes it may help to browse a little
and do some reading first before you decide on an answer. Or
take a look at the kitchen you already have, and get a better idea
of what you really want.
You'll very soon be rewarded for all of the thought you put in:
once your kitchen profile is ready, the recommendations tailored

to you personally are just a step away from your nearest Nolte
Küchen retailer.
Take some time and get a pen. Be guided through the questions and
simply tick the appropriate answers in the check-list provided on
the fold-out page at the back of the book. Your very own personal
kitchen profile will come together as you go through the pages.
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My
situation

Preferably bespoke – or
rather modular and extendible?

Just the way that suits you.
Are you not planning to move or make any
structural alterations? A bespoke Nolte kitchen
with corner solutions and units planned from
wall to wall makes optimum use of the space
you have.
Are you wanting to remain flexible because
you may be planning to move home or extend
your kitchen? It this case, a Nolte kitchen in
modular design (below) may be more suitable
for you.

The first home of your own? A newly built home for the family? Preparing for relaxed retirement? Every phase and situation in life comes with its particular needs. And offers different
perspectives for the future. Nolte kitchens are geared towards this from the outset – which
means they always simply remain part of your life.

1

What situation are you living in?

2

Do you think you are likely to move and take your kitchen
with you in the next 5 years?

3

Do you want your kitchen to be a place to work or live in?

Use the check-list in the back cover
to answer these three questions out
of a total of 23.
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My
home sharers

Who do I want to share
my kitchen with?

Your lifestyle matters.
Whether for a single person, a couple or a
family, your Nolte kitchen is matched exactly to
suit your personal situation in life. This way, you
will always have enough "room to manoeuvre"
for yourself and for the ones you love.
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More and more, the kitchen is becoming the hub of the home. For everyone sharing your life
there. This is why some kitchens need a good measure of flexibility – and others plenty of
space to play about with, quite literally. Think about who will be filling your kitchen with life
today and in the future. And you can be sure that Nolte Küchen will make everyone feel at
home in it.

4

How do you live?

5

How many persons will be using your kitchen?

6

How often do you cook?

7

What is your style of cooking?
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My
taste

Modern

The right type of style
for your kitchen.
There's no disputing taste. But it's a wonderful subject to talk about. And, while doing do,
paint an increasingly precise picture of your own personal preferences and ideas. Above all,
though, be careful not to be distracted by other people's opinions. Because whatever you like
is allowed.

My personality. My kitchen.

8

Which type of environment and style do you feel at home in?

9

Which words best describe your taste in kitchens?

As diverse and individual as people are, so too are the
preferences they have when it comes to furnishing their home.
This is where their tastes range from urban or timelessly classic
look to the lovingly detailed country-style kitchen.
Making the kitchen just as individual as the rest of the home.
You will also find further examples of the three kitchen
styles in the "Kitchen Style" menu on our website at
"www.nolte-kuechen.de".

Timeless
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Country style
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My
taste

The art of leaving things out.

Great effect: Nolte Küchen
provides the option of
adding LED lighting to
the horizontal handle trims
on base units.

The handleless Nolte kitchen

Good planning – all from good advice.
MatrixArt is the handleless kitchen for admirers of good
design and graphic style. This is where practical functionality
meets modern design in an ideal symbiosis. But given the
many different options, planning a kitchen like this is extremely challenging. Depending on what you like and goes
best with the kitchen you are planning, for instance, you can
choose horizontal or vertical lines for tall units and appliance
housings.
Get advice from a specialist kitchen retailer to make looks
and functionality reflect your wishes in every detail – and,
step by step, discover the many different design options for
yourself.

Kitchen or a place to live in? Why not
simply both: MatrixArt's handleless design
gives the kitchen a graphic, sleek look.

Besides the finish in metal look, you can now also choose quartz grey and black for the
MatrixArt handle trims. Consciously create contrasts, let the handle trim merge with the
front tone in tone – or combine different colours.
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The handleless Nolte kitchen
in 900 mm carcase height
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My
taste

The black wire grid look gives a hint of what's inside the cabinet but
doesn't give too much away.

relaxed
Simply clever: the open shelf units integrated into the unit not only
relaxes the look of the kitchen – it combines the benefits of both
storage solutions while also saving space.

Room to develop
your very own personal style.

The classy looking concealment doors do much to define the neat
and tidy overall look of the kitchen. Once opened, the doors disappear from view between the units to reveal what's inside.

sleek

There are many elements that let you influence the look of your Nolte kitchen. Open shelf units, for example,
help to create an overall picture that tends to provide detail and contrast. Closed display units and large
surfaces produce a linear, calm look. Simply combine everything to suit your taste – and you'll then always
find your very own personal style. Be inspired! And you can be sure: whichever elements and combinations
you favour, you can look forward to a high-quality and extremely practical Nolte kitchen.

10
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Which style-defining elements do you see in your kitchen?
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My
taste

Understated and elegant steel shelving expresses individuality and
extravagance – and yet helps to conjure an open, homely ambience.

Opening up
to your kitchen ideas.
Clean lines are always right on trend. And, as a material, metal
is timeless too. As ever, though, it's always a matter of what you
make of it – and of whether the material also does everything you
want it to. When designing your Nolte kitchen you can be sure that
you are given all the options. Be inspired – and simply follow the
clean-cut lines of your own taste.

The CUBE open shelf system opens up a
wealth of options for you. How about giving
a relaxed look to the end of your kitchen
island, for example – or attractive open shelf
wall units with practical sliding doors?
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The FLEX open shelf system impresses with
its purist look and steel structure. It can be
extended with any number of elements –
continually catering to your needs as they
grow.
15

Lighting is mood and atmosphere.

My
taste

Light is much more than illumination. Because individually tailored to your kitchen, the lighting concept creates
atmosphere, adds statements and plays a key part in defining the feel of the room and your personal well-being –
all at the press of a button. Modern LED technology provides pleasantly gentle and versatile lighting you can always
match to your personal mood and time of day, by remote control or mobile-phone app. This way, you can easily
make more of lighting – and let lighting make more of your kitchen.

The illuminated MatrixArt handle trim creates a special ambience and
underscores the kitchen's lines with tasteful and stunning effect.
The integrated wall-unit lighting conjures a warm and inviting
ambience too!

The right worktop illumination is absolutely essential for the
kitchen, but creating individually tailored lighting moods is
becoming increasingly important too. Our product line-up
features a huge choice in this department.

You will find our entire line-up of lighting solutions in our
summary of accessories for downloading from:
http://download.nolte-kuechen.de/accessories
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My
budget

Noticeably high-quality surfaces – always.

Quality for the kitchen
that goes with you!

Genuine or reproduction – that's the question here. Admittedly, both are hard to tell apart
because, first and foremost, all of the materials used in a Nolte kitchen are marked by a feel
of particular quality. The genuine materials, such as wood, metal, glass, lacquer or cement are
the perfect choice for kitchen lovers with exacting expectations.

Stone 263 – Concrete

No matter what your budget is and which materials you choose:
The look and practicality of your Nolte kitchen is never short of perfect.
May sound like a challenge, but gives you immense luxury: with every decision, you can
determine exactly how you want to divide your budget. Because Nolte kitchens provide
you with countless options to make the statements you want to. That not only goes for look
but also for cabinet interiors – as you can see from pages 38-39 on PremiumLINE drawers.
Simply invest more in things that are important to you – and choose standard solutions
elsewhere. The result will always be a high-quality kitchen from one and the same mould.
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11

Which materials / surface finishes do you prefer?

12

What do you want to spend on your new kitchen?

There are also high-quality reproductions for many natural products. These absolutely authentic surfaces are in no way inferior to the original and surprise the senses with perfectly imitated texture and colouring. They also meet the wish for individuality and something special in
a way that is second to none. Now all you have to do is decide …

Glass surface:

Portland 404 – Cement anthracite

Stone surface:

GLAS TEC PLUS,
GLAS TEC SATIN

Genuine glass surfaces

PORTLAND

Our front with genuine
cement surface

CORONA

Glass laminate provides
the perfect look of glass

STONE

Realistic stone look with
a surprisingly genuine feel

Wooden surface:

Lacquered surface:

LEGNO,
NATURE

Genuine wood for exceptional kitchens

SOFT LACK,
NOVA LACK

Genuine lacquer ranges in matt
and gloss

ARTWOOD

In no way inferior to the
original

FEEL,
LUX

Lacquered laminate as an
impressive alternative

Metal surface:
FERRO

Our new real metal front is
even magnetic

METAL

An authentic interpretation
of the metal theme
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Plenty of space
to enjoy life –
individually
tailored.

My
space

Optimum use of space.

Attractive and intelligent room layout
with a kitchen island as the centre –
open and communicative.

Small kitchens or kitchenettes are
turned into something special too.

8 m2

No matter whether you have a small
or large amount of space – with Nolte
Küchen you will always find the right
solution: from a simple row of units to L
and U shapes or a large eat-in kitchen.

14 m2

15 m2

Nolte Küchen opens up new perspectives for you:
perfect work flows from a U-shape kitchen layout
with generous work surfaces.
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28 m2

With Nolte Küchen you can create
spacious eat-in kitchens that extend
an invitation to live in.
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With precision planning ...

My
space
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The Nolte Küchen tip:
4900 mm

A detailed floor plan is the basis for planning
your kitchen. It should also show the exact
positions of doors, windows, connections,
power sockets, radiators etc. It is also important to document all structural specifics and
requirements.
If you wish, you can also start planning your
kitchen online:

From small rented flat to loft apartment, there's a place for Nolte kitchens everywhere. And
all of them make optimum use of the space that's available. But often, the various dimensions
and parameters seem to establish clear facts. And at first sight permit little variation. In this
case, you are in for a few surprises from your kitchen planner. Because there's no limit to
good and creative planning.

4200 mm

www.nolte-kitchens.com/en/kitchen-planner

21 m2
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13

How much space you have for your kitchen?

14

Which particular structural aspects need to be considered in the room?

15

Are you looking for an open or enclosed kitchen?

16

Which kitchen shape do you prefer?
23

My
space

For optimum
work flows!

The Nolte Küchen work triangle
Work paths need to be planned well so that people don't get in each other's way
in the kitchen. The three zones used for refrigerating /storing food, cooking and
dishwashing should not be much more than two arm lengths apart – and still
provide enough space for several cooks. Important utensils are best kept near
the hob, food close to the area in which it is prepared.
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My need for
storage space

Better view, less disorder: the interior
lighting perfectly presents everything
inside the spacious drawers and
pull-outs.

Room for ideas: extra deep worktops provide plenty of space for
everything you need for cooking.

The last word in convenience from
a raised dishwasher – because
everyday jobs should be easy to do.

The right interior organisation for your
drawers and pull-outs makes sure that
no space is wasted – and lets you keep
everything you want to in your base
units.
The pull-out larder unit (pharmacy unit)
provides a huge amount of storage
space. And everything in instantly to
hand – from both sides.
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My need for
storage space

750 mm

750 mm

+32 % MORE STORAGE SPACE
Opening our extra deep pull-outs produces a real 'wow' effect:
the 75 cm planning depth gives you an impressive 32 % more
storage space – with only 15 cm more space needed at the wall.
And they give you considerably more usable space on the worktop
in the bargain!

Perfect use is made of corners too – with the
"Le Mans" corner base unit, for example.

The storage wizards
in your Nolte kitchen.
Plenty of storage space: in the pull-out larder unit (pharmacy unit), everything can be reached from both sides.
In a Nolte kitchen, every inch provides space for your life. Because there's never enough
storage space. But there are intelligent solutions that make optimum use of the space that's
available in your kitchen. Simply think about all the things to need to store – and how you
want to get to them. And your kitchen planer will team up with us and provide the perfect
storage space concept.
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17

How do you normally do your shopping?

18

Is any additional storage space available?

19

Which kitchen appliances do you need to keep
on the worktop or store in a cupboard?
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My need for
storage space

Matrix 900 – this carcase height
provides additional storage space.
Nolte Küchen leaves nothing out.
Even the 750 mm carcase height with 150 mm plinth (left) gives
you a huge amount of storage space in your Nolte kitchen.
And Matrix 900 with a carcase height of 900 mm (right) opens
up new dimensions for storing dishes and utensils. Because you
can never have enough storage space.

+20 % MORE STORAGE SPACE
With a carcase height of 900 mm, Matrix 900 provides an incredible
20 % more storage space than the standard 750 mm height. This makes
even better use of every corner and you always have everything at your
fingertips. You can find out more about the grid size and the Nolte Matrix
system on pages 36 and 37.

750 mm

+20 %

150 mm

900 mm

900 mm
Providing a carcase height of 900 mm,
Matrix 900 gives modern kitchens a whole
new look – based on the exclusive Nolte
Matrix 150 grid size.
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50 mm
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The individual
is the measure.

Ergonomics

150 formula – ergonomic perfection.
Nolte kitchens let you match working height to how
tall you are. While standing, the most comfortable
working height is when the distance between worktop
and bent elbow is approx. 150 mm.
Various plinths make it possible to provide an ergonomic working height for persons of any stature.

Anyone spending a lot of time in the kitchen needs pleasant conditions to work in. This is where
it is always a matter of striking the perfect balance between design and practicality. Because
we never look at one without considering the other when we plan your Nolte kitchen, you can
always be sure: the measure of all things is you. A good feeling that's noticed in every job
you do.

20

How tall are the persons who regularly use the kitchen?

21

Which appliances need to be integrated in a way
that makes them ergonomic to use?

22

Would you like different working heights for the cooking /
dishwashing /food preparation zones?

23

Do deeper worktops need to be included for more space
on the work surface?

150 mm

Thanks to Matrix 150, you can match the working heights in
Nolte kitchen to suit the various work zones – e.g. 750 mm
for preparing food and 600 mm for cooking.

750 mm
Fitted appliances at an ergonomic
work height save your back.
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600 mm

Customised
working height
with plinth
depths from
80 - 300 mm
33

My kitchen
components

Exactly what I'm looking for!
The following collection and product guide clearly lists all
details and options for the various elements you wish to
include in your Nolte kitchen. This is where your Nolte
kitchen adviser will also be pleased to assist you in person.

Matrix 150
PremiumLINE
Base units
Interior organisation
Wall units
Recess panelling
Larder units and appl. housings
Fronts
Matt lacquer systems
Handles
Carcase decors
Worktops
Other kitchen components

Page 36
Page 38
Page 40
Page 46
Page 48
Page 50
Page 52
Page 56
Page 64
Page 66
Page 70
Page 72
Page 76

Let's go: this is where you find what you are looking for.
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The measure
of all things

Perfect for living in the kitchen –
Nolte's units of measure.

600

350

350
500

750

600
750
Plinth height 80-300 mm

Apart from just a few exceptions,
all base units are available in a
shorter depth of 500 mm.

Carefully balanced lines – easy to configure!
Simple, logical and clearly structured: Matrix 150 gives you a grid system
that is only available from us. It is based on a very simple and easy-tofollow dimensioning logic in which all widths, heights and, in some cases,
even depths can be divided by 150 mm. And the wall-unit depth of
350 mm also provides the perfect place to keep pasta plates.

Planning versatility for you!
To meet any personal wish in any room
situation, Nolte Küchen has:
5 base unit heights
6 tall unit heights
5 wall unit heights
4 base unit depths

Unique, perfectly fitted electrical appliances.
350

Carcase height 900

Geared to practice – with
almost identical working height!
Whether 750mm or 900mm carcase
height, the combination of variable
plinth and carcase makes working
height virtually identical.

500
600

Plinth height 50 mm
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600 mm

350
900

In Nolte kitchens, the grid system makes it easy
to integrate all oven brands in the standard
600 mm size for a perfect look – without any
filler panels to spoil the overall impression.
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PremiumLINE
drawer

PremiumLINE –
the drawer system in a class of its own.

PremiumLINE

PremiumLINE Box

PremiumLINE Glass

Perfect in function and design on the inside too.

More light – better view!
Interior lighting can be used to show
off drawers and pull-outs with stunning
effect – and provide an even better
view of contents.
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The Nolte Küchen PremiumLINE drawer and pull-out system impresses right across the board:
the designer-style drawer side profile in stainless steel look harmonises perfectly with the
drawer base in quartz grey. With PremiumLINE Box, the high-quality basic configuration gives
you even more storage space thanks to the closed side profiles. The range-topping PremiumLINE Glas option combines more space with the best possible view of everything inside through
the glass side panel – even in a width of up to 120 cm.
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Base units
750 mm

1

150

3

5

The base units in your
Nolte kitchen give you
numerous and extremely
versatile design options –
making sure you get
precisely the storage space
you need.

165°

150
600

750

30/35/40/45/50/60
75
60/35

80/90/100/120
75
60/35

30/40/45/50/60
75
60/35

80/90/100/120
75
60/35

UDDI Base unit

U Base unit

U Base unit

UDD Base unit

150

150

150

UBKOD Bread-slicer unit

UIDD Base unit

150
150

UAS Drawer base unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60/75/35

150
150
150
150
150

150
150
150
300

450

USA Drawer base unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60/35

300

US Drawer base unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60

450

UAKS Pull-out unit with
large-capacity pull-out drawer
60/80/90/100
75
60

150
150
150

450

300

USAP Drawer base unit
with work table
60
75
60

300

UAZ Pull-out unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60/75/35

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60

30/40/45/50/60
75
60

5

UVK Pull-out unit with
storage baskets
30
75
60

UTD Base unit with
towel rails
30
75
60

750

UATD Pull-out unit
30/40/45/50/60
75
60

450

750

300

600

750

6

3

UABD Pull-out unit
with waste bin
30/40/45/50/60
75
60

UABO Pull-out unit
with waste bin
30/40/45/50/60
75
60

UAB Pull-out unit
with waste bin
30/40/45/50/60
75
60

Besides the product-related
glass doors, you can also
choose from other design
options which are briefly
explained here:

750
750

750

UDDV Base unit
with glass door
80/90/100
75
60/35

UDDV Base unit
with glass door
40/45/50/60
75
60/35

UDDDE Base unit
with glass door DE
40/45/50/60
75
60/35

Planning information!

150

150

UATIA Pull-out unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60

My kitchen

UAT Pull-out unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60

750

UKD Stile unit
15
75
60

4

750

750

750

600

600
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UATDIA Pull-out unit

UAZI Pull-out unit

750

750

UBD Pull-out unit with
baguette and utensil insert
30
75
60

30
75
60

UWSD Pull-out unit with
holder for recyclable-waste bag
30
75
60

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60/75/35

750

UAI Pull-out unit

30
75
60

UZ Pull-out unit

2
UZI Pull-out unit

UAID Pull-out unit

750

150

300

450
300

450

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
75
60/75/35

600

750

1
UAK Pull-out unit

UI Base unit
40/45/50/60
75
60/35

40/45/50/60
75
60/35

40/45/60
75
60

300

300

600

750

150

300

300

750

4

40/45/50/60
75
60

Waste separation

UDD Base unit

750

600

Display units

750

Carcase width
Carcase height
Carcase depth

2

750

750

UKTD Stile unit
with towel rail
15
75
60

UR Open shelf base unit
15/20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
75
60/35

UDDDE Base unit
with glass door DE
80/90/100
75
60/35

UDDDS Base unit
with glass door DS
40/45/50/60
75
60/35

SAG White glass
satined
UDDDS Base unit
with glass door DS
80/90/100
75
60/35

PGG Parsol glass

SGG Glass black
tinted

Glass door DE (frame in stainless steel):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.
Glass door DS (frame in black):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.
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Generate storage where
space is otherwise left
unused: the plinth drawer
provides the answer.

Base units
750 mm

150
600

150

750
750

750

600

SO Sink base unit

SO Sink base unit
45/50/60
75
60

SOD Sink base unit

80/90/100/120
75
60

45/50/60
75
60

750

300

300

600

80/90
75
60

45/50/60
75
60

150

300

450
300

300

7
SABHD Sink base unit with
hanging waste separation system
40/45/60
75
60

SABS Sink base unit with
large-capacity pull-out drawer
60/80/90/100
75
60

SAB Sink base unit
45/50/60
75
60

SAK Sink base unit

UETD Corner base unit
90
75
60

UET Corner base unit
90
75
60

150

150

UETDE Corner base unit
90
75
60

300

300
150

750

450

300

11
UHSK Cooker unit
with drawer
60
75
60

UHS Cooker unit
with large-capacity pull-out
drawer
60
75
60

KUAK Hob base unit
60/80/90/100/120
75
60

KUZ Hob base unit
60/80/90/100/120
75
60

150

300
450

600

Besides classic waste separation systems,
Nolte Küchen also offers waste bins for
corner units
or even options for
disposing of food preparation waste
directly below the work surface.

600

750

750

60/80/90/100/120
75
60

GSBD Front panel for
fully integrated dishwasher
45/60
75
60

GSB Front panel for
integrated dishwasher
45/60
75
60

150

GSBS Front panel for
fully integrated dishwasher
45/60
75
60

150

600

UES Corner sink base unit
90
75
60

750

750

8

UEPSZ Space filler for corner sink
base unit
110/115/125
75
60

150

UESAD Space filler for corner
sink base unit
110/115/125
75
60

600

UESA Space filler for corner sink
base unit
110/115/125
75
60

150
600

UELA Corner base unit
110/115/125
75
60

750

UEEAD Corner base unit
110/115/125
75
60

UESD Corner sink base unit
90
75
60

Corner units

SUZ Sink base unit

750

9

UELAD Corner base unit
„LE MANS“
110/115/125
75
60

150

600

UEEA Corner base unit
110/115/125
75
60

750

UEAD Corner base unit
110/115/125
75
60

600

UEA Corner base unit
110/115/125
75
60

9
My kitchen

UEKE Corner base unit

600

150

60
75
60

60/80/90/100/120
75
60

750

750

80/90
75
60

UH Cooker unit

SAZ Sink base unit

60/80/90/100/120
75
60

10

UEK Corner base unit

SABD Sink base unit

80/90/100/120
75
60

150

150

SOD Sink base unit

750

Cooker and hob base
units

Sink base units

150
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Base units

Base units

600 mm
300 mm | 450 mm

900 mm | 600 mm

165°

UDDI Base unit

UDD Base unit

30/35/40/45/50/60
90
60/35

150

80/90/100/120
90
60/35

450

UIADD Base unit

40/45/50/60
90
60

UAK Pull-out unit

300

UAS Drawer base unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

300

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

900

300

UR Base unit

UAZI Pull-out unit

UAZ Pull-out unit
30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

450

SUZ SSink base unit
60/80/90/100/120
90
60

900

GSBD Front panel for
fully integrated dishwasher
60
90
60

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

900

SABHD Sink base unit

45/50/60
90
60

The 900 mm carcase height provides the perfect combination of ergonomics and design.
With the slim-line plinth, it not only creates a completely new look but also sets new
standards in storage space and ergonomics. This makes it possible to plan interesting
kitchen configurations, particularly in combination with 600 mm height base unit elements.

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

900

SOD Sink base unit

15/20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
90
60/35

45/50/60
90
60

300
300

300

600

UDD Base unit

UDD Base unit

KUAK Hob base unit

UHAZ Cooker unit

UELAD “LE MANS” spacefiller
corner base unit
110/115/125
90
60

60/80/90/100/120
90
60

60
90
60

150
150
300

UATD Pull-out unit

80/90/100/120
60
60/35

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100
60
60

UAZ Pull-out unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100
60
60

300

UAZI Pull-out unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60
60

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100
60
60

300

450

UAK Pull-out unit

USA Hob base unit

300

300

600

30/35/40/45/50/60
60
60/35

900

300

600

150

Cooker and hob
base units

450

UZI Pull-out unit

Sink base units

300

300

450

UZ Pull-out unit

300

300

450

450

USA Drawer base unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
90
60/35

40/45/50/60
90
60/35

450

300

450

UIDD Base unit

40/45/50/60
90
60/35

150
150

150
150
150

300

900

450 mm | 300 mm units

UDD Base unit

900

900

600 mm units

900

Corner unit

900 mm units

900

Besides the product-related
glass doors, you can also
choose from other design
options which are briefly
explained here:

UAK Pull-out unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
45
60/35

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
30
60/35

Planning information!
Vitrinen

900

900

UDDV Base unit
with glass door
40/45/50/60
90
60/35
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UDDV Base unit
with glass door
80/90/100
90
60/35

UDDDE Base unit
with glass doorDE
40/45/50/60
90
60/35

Glass door DE (frame in stainless steel):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.

900

900

900

900

UDDDE Base unit
with glass door DE
80/90/100
90
60/35

UDDDS Base unit
with glass door DS
40/45/50/60
90
60/35

UDDDS Base unit
with glass door DS
80/90/100
90
60/35

Glass door DS (frame in black):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.
SAG White glass
satined

PGG Parsol glass

SGG Glass black
tinted
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Organisation is a (kitchen)
job half done.

My interior
organisation

Making the other half a real pleasure. In a Nolte kitchen at least – because it
provides perfect solutions to organising the interior of drawers and pull-outs:
various systems are available, ranging from plastic and modular organisational
units to genuine ash wood in black.

Plastic

You will find our entire interior organisation
line-up in our summary of accessories for
downloading from:
http://download.nolte-kuechen.de/accessories

Genuine oak
The interior drawers and pull-outs behind
the large front panels can be perfectly
organised as well.

Individually tailored drawer organisation
always provides perfect storage for
kitchen utensils of any kind.

Genuine ash wood, black
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Wall units
with glass

Wall units

300 | 450 | 600 | 750 |
900 mm

300 | 450 | 600 | 750 |
900 mm

750
750

750
750

H Wall unit

HGL Spice cupboard

H Wall unit

30/35/40/45/50/60
45/60/75/90
35

750

750

80/90/100
45/60/75/90
35

30/40/45/50/60
60/75/90
35

750

750

HFT Folding door wall unit
60
60/75/90
35

HL Pivoting flap door unit
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HV Wall unit
with glass door
80/90/100/120
60/75/90
35

HV Wall unit
with glass door
40/45/50/60
60/75/90
35

HVDE Wall unit
with glass door DE
40/45/50/60
60/75/90
35

HFK Folding top-hinged door unit
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HE Corner wall unit
65/80/90
60/75/90
35

HEK Wall unit

30/40/45/50/60/80/90/100/120
30
35

80/90
60/75/90
35

60
60/75/90
35

HVDS Wall unit
with glass door DS
80/90/100/120
60/75/90
35

80/90
60/75/90
35

750

HER Corner wall shelf unit

HET Corner wall unit

60/65
60/75/90
35

HM Wall unit for microwave
50/60
60/75/90
35

HJ Wall unit with shutter
45/50/60
75/90
35

750

HLV Pivoting flap door unit
with glass
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HLDE Pivoting flap door unit
with glas DE
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HLDS Pivoting flap door unit
with glas DS
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HFKV Folding top-hinged door unit
with glass
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60
35

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

HFKVPU Folding top-hinged
door unit with glass
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HFKDE Folding top-hinged door
unit with glass DE
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60
35

HFKDS Folding top-hinged door
unit with glass DS
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60
35

HFKDEPU Folding top-hinged
door unit with glass DE
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

HFKDSPU Folding top-hinged
door unit with glass DS
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
60/75
35

Besides the product-related
glass doors, you can also
choose from other design
options which are briefly
explained here:

300

300

300

0

750 75

HVS Diagonal unit
30
60/75/90
35

750

HR Wall shelf unit
15/20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
30/45/60/75/90
35
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300

750

750
750

300

750

HES Corner wall unit

750

750

750

750

H Wall unit

45/50/60/80/90/100/120
45
35

750

750

300

HK Wall unit

HVDS Wall unit
with glass doorr DS
40/45/50/60
60/75/90
35

HVDE Wall unit
with glass door DE
80/90/100/120
60/75/90
35

750

750
450

750

750

My kitchen

HWU Wall unit for
integrated extractor hood
60
45/60/75/90
35

750

HF Wall unit bottle rack
15
60/75/90
35

HWU Wall unit for
integrated extractor hood
90
45/60/75/90
35

Matrix 150 even gives
350 mm deep wall units
enough space to store
large pasta plates.

HWUL Pivoting flap door unit
for integrated extractor hood
80/90/100
60/75
35

HWUFK Folding top-hinged door
unit for integrated extractor hood
80/90/100
60/75
35

HV Wall unit
with glass
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
30
35

450

HKDE Wall unit
with glass DE
60/80/90/100/120
45
35

HVDE Wall unit
with glass DE
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
30
35

450

HKDS Wall unit
with glass DS
60/80/90/100/120
45
35

HVDS Wall unit
with glass DS
45/50/60/80/90/100/120
30
35

450

HRALU Open shelf unit,
aluminium, black
60/90/120
30/45/60
35

Planning information!

SAG White glass
satined

PGG Parsol glass

SGG Glass black
tinted

Glass door DE (frame in stainless steel):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.
Glass door DS (frame in black):
Flush-fitting, satin-finish glass door.
Available in three colour finishes.
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Niches and
rail system

A niche makes an impression.
Our bespoke and elegant alternative to classic recess panelling: sometimes vibrant and fresh, sometimes
calm and perfectly balanced – choose from 24 appealing motifs that will conjure a special feed-good
ambience in any kitchen. In sizes from 60 – 180 or 280 cm, depending on motif.
On request, glass niches can be backlit.

E01 Chalkboard

M05 Brick

Create an environment that's illuminated to
conjure a balanced mood – and kindle emotions
with your personalised recess panelling.
M07 Natural stone look, lime

M01 Split wood

M09 Natural stone look, rustica

M02 Slate

HER Herbs

ICE Ice Cube

M15 Texstone

M12 Rusty Steel

BIR Birch Forest

CUP Cups

M14 Industrial Tile

M13 Textile

KIW Kiwi

FOR Forks

ORA Orange

ESP Espresso

LEM Lemon

BEA Beach

LAV Lavender

PEP Pepper

BLU Blueberry

TOM Tomato

Organisational flexibility
The wall rail system is guaranteed to leave you
in control, with everything at your fingertips.
The elements can be arranged in any way you
choose, and they can be swapped around at
any time to suit your changing needs.
You will find our entire line-up of rail systems in
our summary of accessories for downloading from:
http://download.nolte-kuechen.de/accessories
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Larder units
and appliance
housings

Larder units
and appliance
housings

1050 mm

The drawings show 1500 mm carcase height.

1350 | 1500 mm

1

150
300

105

VI Larder unit

V Larder unit
30/40/45/50/60
105
60

300

0

0
105

750

300

VAK Larder unit

VA Larder unit

40/45/50/60
105
60

300

30/40/45/50/60
105
60

30/40/45/50/60
105
60

0
105

VVA Larder unit

750

750

750

750

V Larder unit

750

300
300

VAK Larder unit

VI Larder unit

30/40/45/50/60
135/150
60

30/40
105
60

150

40/45/50/60
135/150
60

30/40/45/50/60
135/150
60

0
105

VELA Corner larder unit
110/115/125
105
60

0
105

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
105
60

450

GBZ Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
105
60

300

0

105

SR Open shelf units
20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
105
60

750

750

VVK Larder unit

VVA Larder unit

60
135/150
60

30/40
135/150
60

750

750

300

0

120

300

0

120

VELA Corner larder unit
110/115/125
135/150
60

GKA Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 880mm
60
135/150
60

0

750

1
GBAS Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
105
60

750

450

750

150

750

GKA Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
135/150
60

105

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1225mm
60
135/150
60

GKG Appliance housing for fridge/
freezer combination / recess 1225 mm
60
135/150
60

450

150
150
300

0

150

0
105

SF Bottle rack
15
105
60

0

900

105

GKL Appliance housing with
lift-up door for refrigerator /
microwave / recess 880 mm
60
135/150
60

SR Open shelf units
20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
135/150
60

GB Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
135/150
60

300

GBZ Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
135/150
60

450

GBLA Appliance housing with
lift-up door for oven and microwave
60
135/150
60

0

150

SF Bottle rack
15
135/150
60

750

1350 mm
To give you an overall picture of the extensive range of
storage units and appliance housings you can choose
from, we have summarised the available carcase heights
here in one illustration which shows only a selection of
appliance housings.
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GB Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
135/150
60

This example shows you how units vary in
relation to carcase height:

150

Simply turn your appliance housings
into a sideboard: the tall-unit height
of 1050 mm gives you even more
ways of opening up the design of
the kitchen.

GBI Appliance housing for
oven or microwave
60
135/150
60

Planning information!

450

450

300

900

900

1500 mm

Appliance housings always adapt to the
appliances fitted in them. Depending on
make and appliance height, the units shown
here can be varied in terms of front layout
and number of drawers or pull-outs.
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Larder units
and appliance
housings

1950 | 2100 | 2250 mm

The drawings show
2100 mm carcase height.
2

3

600
450

0

150

0

135

135

0

135

300

300
750

750

VI Larder unit

V Larder unit
30/40/45/50/60
195/210/225
60

300

2

750

VZ Larder unit

30/40/45/50/60
195/210/225
60

150

0

135

450

VAK Larder unit

40/45/50/60
195/210/225
60

0

135

300

300

0

GKL Appliance housing with
lift-up door for refrigerator /
microwave / recess 1025 mm
60
195/210/225
60

30/40/45/50/60
195/210/225
60

300

750

750

105

3

VB Broom cupboard

30/40/45/50/60
195/210/225
60

750

750

750

750

GBI Appliance housing for
oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

GB Appliance housing for
oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

450

GBAK Appliance housing for
oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

GBZ Appliance housing for
oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

450
450

450

450

900

900

450
600

750

0

0
135

350

1

750

4

VVK Larder unit

900

750

750

VVA Larder unit

60
195/210/225
60

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 880mm
60
195/210/225
60

30/40
195/210/225
60

300

150

300

300

GKAK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 880mm
60
195/210/225
60

GKZ Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 880mm
60
195/210/225
60

GBBA Appliance housing for
oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

0

150

0

105

300

900

750

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
195/210/225
60

300

GKAK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
195/210/225
60

GBL Appliance housing with
lift-up door for oven / microwave
60
195/210/225
60

450

0

135

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1225mm
60
195/210/225
60
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300

600

GGSB Appliance housing
surround for dishwasher / oven
60
195/210/225
60

GGSA Appliance housing
surround for dishwasher
60
195/210/225
60

0

300

GKZ Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
195/210/225
60

0

105

450

750

900

750

750

GK Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1440mm
60
195/210/225
60

15
195/210/225
60

GKA Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1025mm
60
195/210/225
60

0

SR Open shelf units

600

750

900

750

750

750

20/25/30/35/40/45/50/55/60
195/210/225
60

2100 mm

GKG Appliance housing for
fridge/freezer combination /
recess 1580 mm
60
195/210/225
60

Appliance housings always adapt to the appliances fitted in them. Depending on make
and appliance height, the units shown here can be varied in terms of front layout and
number of drawers or pull-outs.

450

0

105

GKB Appliance housing for
refrigerator and oven /
recess 880 mm
60
195/210/225
60

The example on the
left shows you how
units vary in relation
to carcase height:

2250 mm

0
135

GKA Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 1225mm
60
195/210/225
60

SF Bottle rack

210

1950 mm
750

0

210

To give you an overall picture of the extensive range you can choose from, we have
summarised the available carcase heights here in one illustration which shows only a
selection of appliance housings.

105

450

300

750

300

600

Planning information!

300

750

120

GKA Appliance housing
for refrigerator / recess 880mm
60
195/210/225
60

750
300

450

300

750

450

105

450
750

750

450

4

900

300

0

105

300

0

135

By way of example,
an appliance housing for
a refrigerator in 2100 mm
height with recess heights
of 880 ,1025 and 1225 mm
(from left to right).
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My
fronts

The choice is yours!
Genuine metal

This shows you
a summary of
the materials
used for the
fronts.

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT

METALL
in Sachen

t
Qualitä
petenz

Die Kom

The real metal fronts give your
kitchen an authenticity that
oozes with character: several
layers of a mixture of metal
particles, resins and colour are
applied to a base panel made
of engineered wood and sealed
with clear lacquer. The result
additionally impresses with a
magnetic effect.

Genuine wood

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
HOLZ
petenz

in Sachen

t

Qualitä

Die Kom

As an authentic and genuine
natural product, wood conveys
warmth and a sense of security.
The natural variations in colour
and texture visible in the grain
are an inherent part of wood.
Used in the kitchen, the natural
material lends itself to quality
craftsmanship while conveying its
charm and character.
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Lacquered laminate

KÜCHENFRONT

LACK

LAMINAT
t
petenz

in Sachen

Qualitä

Die Kom

An extremely calm looking surface and optimum durability
are characteristic of lacquered
laminate. The fronts are made
of a engineered wood panel
with a lining lacquered in the
course of the production process. High gloss or soft matt,
just as you please.

Genuine glass

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
GLAS
petenz

in Sachen

t

Qualitä

Die Kom

Genuine glass fronts – luxurious
and homely. Coated with
adhesive throughout, a backlacquered pane of toughened
safety glass is bonded to the
high-quality substrate material.
The extremely hard-wearing
glass front gives the kitchen a
modern transparency and feeling
of space.

Glass laminate

KÜCHENFRONT

GLAS

LAMINAT
t
petenz

in Sachen

Qualitä

Die Kom

A very modern, smooth and
durable surface that produces
a clean look and interesting
light reflections. Lacquered
within the production process,
a panel made of engineered
wood also provides the basis
for the high-quality glass laminate. Responsible for the unique
glass look, an acrylic framed
edge makes the difference to
the lacquered laminate.

Genuine lacquer

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
LACK
petenz

in Sachen

t

Qualitä

Die Kom

High-gloss genuine lacquer fronts
are lacquered in several coats
and then polished to produce a
sealed and particularly smooth
surface. Besides high-gloss fronts,
fronts are also available with a
soft matt genuine lacquer finish.
The latter captivates with its
interesting feel.

Cement

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT

ZEMENT
petenz

in Sachen

t

Qualitä

Die Kom

The unusual feel of this surface is
produced by creating irregular
depressions in a panel made
of engineered wood. It is then
hand-coated with cement, silica
and coloured lacquer and afterwards additionally sealed with
clear varnish. Robust beauty for
combinations particularly rich in
contrast.
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fronts
KÜCHENFRONT

LACK

FEEL | Price group 2

MANHATTAN UNI | Price group 1

K

490
White

K

491
Magnolia

LAMINAT
Qualität

K

K

49J
Papyrus grey

498
Sahara

K

K

49V
Olive

49Q
Quartz grey
metallic

petenz

Die Kom

49F
Pastel blue

MANHATTAN | Price group 1

49G
Siena red

96A
Arctic white
soft mat

TIMBER | Price group 1

K

961
White
soft mat

K

962
Magnolia
soft mat

S

K

968
Sahara
soft mat

967
Lava
soft mat

K

965
Papyrus grey
soft mat

S

96R
Rosso
soft mat

S

96B
Ocean blue
soft mat

en

in Sach

K

96G
Quartz grey
soft mat

S

96S
Black
soft mat

LUX | Price group 2

KÜCHENFRONT

S

S

K

K

K

S

S

K

S

S

K

K

S

S

S

S

LACK

LAMINAT
Qualität
petenz

Die Kom

49P
Oak polar silver

49B
Kiruna birch

49K
Kansas oak
rough-sawn

495
Chalet oak

39H
Holm oak
horizontal

49R
Oak smoky
silver

ARTWOOD | Price group 2

39V
Holm oak
horizontal

36A
High-gloss
arctic white

361
High-gloss
white

362
High-gloss
magnolia

368
High-gloss
sahara

367
High-gloss
lava

365
High-gloss
papyrus grey

36R
High-gloss
rosso

36B
High-gloss
ocean blue

en

in Sach

36G
High-gloss
quartz grey

INTEGRA | Price group 3

Handle 497 – stainless steel look for Integra range

K

S

S

S

K

K

K

K

Handle 498 – black for Integra range
22N
Natural bough oak

22W
22P
Rustic wild oak Bough oak
platinum

STONE | Price group 2

22R
Walnut Royal

22K
Walnut Cuba

32A
Arctic white
soft mat

METAL | Price group 2

FLAIR | Price group 3

32G
Papyrus grey
soft mat

32Q
Quartz grey
soft mat

This is where you can quickly find your way about all available options: The next
few pages show you our wide range of fronts that are manufactured in line with
the innovative Matrix 150 grid system and can feature any handle you choose –
all clearly structured by price group.

S = visible side available in matching colour
S

K

264
Glacier
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263
Concrete

262
Basalt

675
Steel grey

676
Copper oxide

S

950 Black soft mat / Edge stainless steel look
951 Black soft mat / Edge brass look

K = matching carcase available
You will find details on carcase decors and visible
sides on p. 70 / 71
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CORONA | Price group 5

TREND LACK | Price group 4

KÜCHENFRONT

KÜCHENFRONT

S

41A
High-gloss
arctic white

K

411
High-gloss
white

K

412
High-gloss
magnolia

K

ECHT
LACK
petenz

S

S

S

petenz

19A
High-gloss
arctic white

418
High-gloss
sahara

VENTA | Price group 4

LAMINAT
Qualität

Die Kom

en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

GLAS

19G
High-gloss
papyrus grey

en

in Sach

19Q
High-gloss
quartz grey

SIGMA LACK | Price group 5

The Alpha Lack / Sigma Lack handle trim integrated in the front is almost invisible.

KÜCHENFRONT

K

911
White

K

K

NAPPA | Price group 4

petenz

en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

D03
Quartz grey soft matt

D01
White soft matt

912
Magnolia

K

ECHT
LACK

ALPHA LACK | Price group 5
The combination of nappa leather look in Brazil brown with design elements
in lava is always a homely highlight.

KÜCHENFRONT

S

38G
Leather effect
inca gold

38B
Leather effect
brazilian brown

55A
High-gloss
arctic white

K

K

551
High-gloss
white

552
High-gloss
magnolia

K

558
High-gloss
sahara

S

ECHT
LACK
petenz

en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

55R
High-gloss
rosso

VIENNA | Price group 5
S = visible side available in matching colour
K = matching carcase available
You will find details on carcase decors and visible
sides on p. 70 / 71

K

460
White
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K

465
Chalet oak
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My
fronts
PORTLAND | Price group 6

ELEGANCE | Price group 7

FERRO | Price group 6

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT

K

METALL

en
in Sach
petenz
Die Kom

petenz

Qualität

403
Cement agate grey

KÜCHENFRONT

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT

ZEMENT

en

in Sach

petenz

701
Blue steel

404
Cement anthracite

Kom
Die K

702
Corten steel

340
High-gloss white

NOVA LACK | Price group 6

S

en

in Sach

Qualität

Qualität

Die Kom

ECHT
LACK

NATURE | Price group 7

K

K

S

K

S

S

S

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
LACK
petenz

S

S

S

en

in Sach

petenz

Qualität

Die Kom

73A
High-gloss
arctic white

731
High-gloss
white

732
High-gloss
magnolia

738
High-gloss
sahara

73G
High-gloss
papyrus grey

73Q
High-gloss
quartz grey

73T
High-gloss
deep blue

73N
High-gloss
night black

GLAS TEC PLUS | Price group 7

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
HOLZ
en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

565
Cognac oak

566
Tobacco oak

567
Mocha oak

LEGNO | Price group 8

Legno oak Champagne looks particularly striking in combination with
dark plain colours, such as black

KÜCHENFRONT

K

K

S

K

ECHT
GLAS
en
nz in Sach

Qualität
pete

Die Kom

16W
High-gloss
white

16M
High-gloss
magnolia

168
High-gloss
sahara

16S
High-gloss
night black

Portland lets you create extremely homely kitchens.
Here a combination of Portland Cement agate grey
with Legno Oak truffle and Nova Lack quartz grey.

S

S

S

KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
HOLZ
petenz

en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

59C
Oak Champagne

59M
Oak Marone

59T
Oak Truffle

GLAS TEC SATIN | Price group 7
S = visible side available in matching colour
K = matching carcase available
You will find details on carcase decors and visible
sides on p. 70 / 71

KÜCHENFRONT

K

K

ECHT
GLAS
petenz

en

in Sach

Qualität

Die Kom

17W
White
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17Q
Quartz grey
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A picture of harmony –
in any combination.

The matt
lacquer system

Nothing is as individual as colours and shapes – and nothing reflects personal taste
more. This is precisely where the Nolte Küchen matt lacquer concept comes into
play: in a warm and a cool colour set, 20 colours have been developed which, as
colour pairs, can be combined and in virtually every case create a look of perfect
harmony. You, too, can find your favourite colour, and make a statement in your
kitchen. You have the choice of four door designs: from a simple panel door to a
door with modern, narrow frame as well as a classic framed door and an option in
country-kitchen style.

SOFT LACK

CARISMA LACK

Price group 4

Price group 6

FRAME LACK

WINDSOR LACK

Price group 6

Price group 6

Living in the Kitchen.
Colour.

KÜCHENFRONT

White

Magnolia

Sahara

Lava

Magma

Avocado

Olive

Gorse

Curry

Paprika

Rose hip

ECHT
LACK
petenz

in Sachen

t

Qualitä

Die Kom

Genuine lacquer for a modern and
classy ambience in your kitchen..
Arctic white
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Papyrus grey Quartz grey Opal

My kitchen

Emerald

Lagoon

Blueberry

Deep blue

Black
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My
handles

Standard and
rail handles
Handles with 224 mm hole spacing:
G 317
Stainless steel look

1

The handle as a design element:
Handles put the finishing touches on every successfully planned
kitchen. Give your kitchen a personal stamp with the right handle –
precisely the one that goes with you. And with your kitchen.

Handles with 160 mm hole spacing:

Rail handles:

G 201
Stainless steel look / white glass

G 336
Stainless steel look

Handle combination R 12 – Stainless steel look

G 203
Stainless steel look / quartz grey glass

G 337
Stainless steel look

G 205
Stainless steel look / papyrus grey

G 494
Stainless steel look

G 216
Antique anthracite

G 350
Stainless steel look

Handle combination R 25 – Stainless steel look

Handle combination R 45 – Stainless steel look

3 Handle combination R 70 – Stainless steel look
G 325
Polished chrome

1

Handles with 192 mm hole spacing:
G 318
Stainless steel look

G 340
Stainless steel look, dark brushed

G 353
Gloss black

G 322
Stainless steel look

G 341
Black / stainless steel look

G 411
Stainless steel look

G 326
Polished chrome

G 218
Brass look

G 444
Stainless steel look

G 214
Stainless steel look

G 349
Stainless steel look

G 302
Stainless steel look

G 440
Stainless steel look

G 335
Antique brown

G 493
Stainless steel look
Handle combination R 30 – Stainless steel look

Knobs:

K 141 – Stainless steel look

K 139 – Stainless steel look

K 138 – Stainless steel look

K 140 – Antique black

G 217
Black coated

2
G 352
Stainless steel look

Handles with 128 mm hole spacing:
G 304
Stainless steel look, dark brushed

G 425
Stainless steel look

G 7AA
Stainless steel look

G 7TA
Stainless steel look

G 313
Stainless steel look, dark brushed

G 426
Stainless steel look

G 7EA
Stainless steel look

G 8GA
Stainless steel look

G 329
Stainless steel look

G 215
Black brushed

G 7SA
Stainless steel look

G 351
Stainless steel look

2
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My
handles

Handle combinations:

Handle
combinations and
handle trims

Handle trims:

Handle trim 530 – Polished chrome

Handle combination 814 – Stainless steel look

Handle trim 560 – Metal look

4

4

Handle combination 823 – stainless steel look, grooved

Handle combinations:

Handle trim 501 – Polished chrome

Handle combination 824 – black coated

Handle trim 502 – Metal look

Handle combination 818 – Metal look / Solid core black

Handle combination 811 – Antique metal

Handle combination 845 – Stainless steel look

Handle combination 821 – Stainless steel look

Handle combination 812 – Natural metal in welded look
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5

Handle trim 561 – black anodised

Handle combination 822 – Brown laquered

Handle combination 813 – Antique copper

The handle trims are only
available for specific lines:
Artwood, Feel, Legno, Lux,
Manhattan, Manhattan Uni,
Corona, Nappa, Nature,
Nova Lack, Portland, Soft Lack,
Stone, Trend Lack, Timber, Ferro,
Glas5 Tec, Glas Tec Plus,
Flair, Metal

5

69

My carcase
decors

Visible sides:
On request, we can supply matching visible sides for
most front decors for which no matching carcase is
available. In this case, all carcase sides visible from
the outside are finished in matching design. These
fronts are marked on pages 56-63.

What impresses you at first sight will
continue to excite you in everyday use:
harmony and perfection carried through
on the inside.

Perfect
inside and out.

AEN Natural bough oak

CED Chalet oak

MGD Limed moor oak

NBR Walnut royal

ARW Arctic white

PPG Papyrus grey

KOD Kansas oak rough-sawn

BET Concrete

QGD Quartz grey

No matter which of our kitchens you choose:
it is only perfect when it also meets the highest quality standards on the inside too. This is why the
carcases of every kitchen me make come with the same finish on the inside as they do on the outside
to ensure an overall look of consistency – not only for wood hues but for all plain colours too.
PWD Premium white

AWD Magnolia

SHD Sahara

PWG Gloss premium white

AWG Gloss magnolia

SHG Gloss Sahara

Closed is closed.
With Nolte Küchen, you can take this quite
literally: doors with edge seals close so perfectly that hardly any dust gets inside the
cabinet.

End panels give your kitchen a special
frame. Your kitchen adviser will be
pleased to help you in matters of design
and planning.
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My
worktops

Natural charm –
Worktops in
wood effect.
Anyone preferring a warm and homely environment
in the kitchen sooner or later realises there is no way
past a worktop in wood effect. There are numerous
options in thicknesses of 25, and 40 mm. Choose
from a wide range of decors to suit your taste, and
all of course in a high-quality finish to meet your exacting expectations on design.

Wood decors

Cool elegance –
Worktops in
plain colour and in
stone effect.
Plain and stone decors

40
40

40

E 20 Oak polar silver

25

B 21 Kiruna birch

40

25

E 27 Natural bough oak

40

25

E 31 End grain bough oak

40

25

25

U 20 Arctic white PRO

E 25 Kansas oak rough-sawn

40

25

E 23 Chalet oak

40

25

A 22 Walnut royal

40

40

25

A 23 Walnut Cuba

A 20 Dark mature wood

40

25

E 14 Oak smoky silver

40

25

E 29 Bough oak platinum

40

25

T 23 Driftwood

40

25

E 21 Limed moor oak
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40

25

E 32 Holm oak

40

25

A 24 Planked mature wood

25

S 51 Sahara

40

25

U 21 Papyrus grey PRO

40

S 86 Atlas granite

25

S 58 Quartz grey

40

40

S 85 Dolomite grey

25

U 23 Black PRO

40

40

S 49 Black travertin

25

S 47 Oxide nero

40

25

S 57 Java slate

40

25

S 96 Oldstone

40

25

S 92 Glacier

40

25

S 88 Basalt

40

25

S 89 Marmor hell

R 20 Dark rustica
25

S 97 Steel grey

25

M 78 Magnolia

40

25

40

40

25

A 19 Light mature wood

S 93 Copper oxide

25

40

25

40

40

25

U 22 Premium white PRO

40

S 84 Colorado slate
25

40

E 28 Rustic wild oak

40

40

Once the quality is right, it's a matter of design. For
our worktops, this means: the choice is entirely yours.
Clear plain colours lend the kitchen elegance, with a
realistic stone look giving the entire room structure.

25

= Worktops in 25 mm thickness

40

= Worktops in 40 mm thickness

25

= Worktops and end panels in 25 mm thickness
40

40

25

S 75 Steel

40

25

S 90 Dark marble

40

25

S 94 Corten steel

40

25

S 91 Concrete

40

25

Z 13 Cement agate grey

25

Z 14 Cement anthracite

73

Slim-line, delicate
and tough.

My
worktops

Tables and benches.

These worktops come with the right attributes for
the kitchen: elegance, a light and airy feel and,
with some of them, extreme durability.

When the kitchen replaces the living room as the hub of the home, the right
seating is essential. Large tables provide sufficient space for lively gatherings, with
benches as the key to a relaxed seating plan. You can design both to go with the
look of your Nolte kitchen, and match the worktop. Make yourself comfortable!

The reason: selected materials that not only show
their strengths to the full in terms of appearance.
Like the solid-core material which is familiar from
wall cladding where it has demonstrated its qualities,
even when a storm brews.

Fibre board

12

12

E 27 Natural bough oak

E 28 Rustic wild oak

12

12

S 88 Basalt

S 91 Concrete

12

E 29 Bough oak platinum

12

S 93 Copper oxide

12

A 22 Walnut Royal

12

Z 13 Cement agate grey

12

A 23 Walnut Cuba

12

Z 14 Cement anthracite

12

S 92 Glacier

12

S 97 Steel grey

Table tops are available in 25 and 40 mm thickness – in all wood and stone decors (pages 72 and 73).

12

12

U 20 Arctic white PRO

U 22 Premium white PRO

12

U 21 Papyrus grey PRO

Solid core

12

U 23 Black PRO

12

S 94 Corten steel

Genuine glass

12

S 79 White

12

S 78 Black

12

EST Stainless steel look

12

G 59 Genuine glass,
white

12

G 58 Genuine glass,
quartz grey

12

G 67 Genuine glass,
black

12
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= Arbeitsplatten
12 mm Stärke

Table dimensions:
1500 x 750 mm
1800 x 950 mm
2100 x 950 mm

Table support dimensions:
Height: 720 mm
Width: 790 mm
Length from 1490 mm to a maximum of 2490 mm,
in 100 mm increments only

Bench dimensions:
1500 x 450 mm
1800 x 450 mm
2100 x 450 mm

Bench support dimensions:
Height: 415 mm
Width: 430 mm
Length from 1490 mm to a maximum of 2490 mm,
in 100 mm increments only
75

Other kitchen
components

Components with
perfect functionality.
Fitted appliances:
All sorts of fitted appliances make your work
easier and life a pleasure: from the oven with
integrated microwave, to steam cooker, coffee
maker and warming drawer, there are many
options. And these days, the fan extractor can
also be completely integrated into the hob.
Talk to your kitchen planner – he or she will
show you all the options.

Power sockets and multimedia:
Power is needed in the kitchen for all sorts
of different appliances. Just as well, then,
that Nolte Küchen gives you a large number
of integrated power sockets. And integrating
smartphones and multimedia is not a problem
either: the spectrum ranges from the USB
charging station to Bluetooth audio.

Sinks:
When planning the dishwashing centre, you
should not only allow for your own personal
taste in colour and material but also the size
of your household.

You will find our entire line-up of multimedia
equipment in our summary of accessories
for downloading from:
http://download.nolte-kuechen.de/accessories
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Storage space:
The corner base unit solution with electric
column moves out at the press of a button.
77

Our
quality

Quality is a
matter of detail.
We accept no compromising when it comes to quality. Stringent testing provides the basis
for ensuring that your kitchen will continue to be safe and reliable even after many years of
use. This is also guaranteed by the GS label for tested safety that comes with Nolte kitchens.
More important for you, though, is the high level of quality you experience every day in your
Nolte kitchen, quality that is noticed in all the many details and features. The examples below
are just a few of very many – your kitchen adviser will be pleased to show you more.

The patented connection between worktops from Nolte Küchen is not only easy to install,
it also provides a secure hold and produces a flush surface.

Every unit firmly stands on adjustable plinth
legs that make it easy to compensate for
minor floor unevenness.

We always work with utmost precision. For optimum results, fully automatic,
computer-c ontrolled machines are used for processing all fronts, worktops,
cabinets and other elements. The surfaces and edges are finished in this way too.
The final touches that are then added by our highly qualified staff produce a
level of precision that goes far beyond conventional hand-crafted quality.
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All-metal hinges with soft-closing action are
integrated as standard.

The all-metal wall-unit fitting comes with a high Cover panel provides an neat and tidy look
inside the unit.
load-bearing capacity. It can be adjusted in
three directions to ensure perfect alignment.

79

Our
nature

Firmly integrated in Nolte
kitchens: Responsibility
and ecology.
Conserving natural resources, keeping air and water clean and promoting sustainability. These are the three pillars of responsible and
sound ecological practice that have been firmly anchored at Nolte
Küchen for many years.
In production, for example, state-of-the-art filter systems allow us to
produce kitchens without involving pollution. All packagings too are
made of environmentally friendly and recyclable materials. In terms
of pollutant emissions, the materials we use fall well short of the requirements defined in law – providing exactly what it takes to make
the home a healthy place to live in.
Official inspection certificates and test labels also confirm our
devoted commitment to the environment in all key domains –
this is something that makes us particularly proud.

Deciding w
ith a thou
ght for the
environm
ent.

By opting fo
r a Nolte ki
tchen, you
You will act
will take eco
ively help to
logical resp
protect our
onsibility.
climate and
environme
This is our
nt.
contributio
n: we at N
of the first
olte Küche
in our indu
n hold PEFC
stry to rece
™ certifica
ive the FSC
tion and are
® label.
also one
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Planning
your kitchen

From the very beginning, all
exactly to plan.

A picture of a kitchen – with a focus on every detail.
Before you start planning in detail, you should define the fundamental structural set-up,
such as room size and layout. Important also are the exact positions of windows, doors,
power sockets and connections. Once you have carefully measured everything up, make
a scale drawing of your kitchen's floor plan on the adjacent planning sheet – as the
basis for successfully planning a Nolte kitchen tailored exactly to meet your expectations
and needs.

Start measuring up!
This page with "squared paper" gives
you basis for drawing you floor plan
and for entering the details asked in
question 14. Simply get a pen and
start planning now!

Nolte kitchen planner on the web:
Online, you will find lots more information
on how to plan your kitchen. Click by click,
you will be guided through every step of the
planning process – leaving you with the best
possible result! Try it out for yourself:
www.nolte-kitchens.com/en/kitchen-planner
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My
kitchen profile
1

Your personal Nolte Küchen check-list for talks with your
kitchen planner:

What situation are you living in?
owner-occupied
rented
alteration
new build
Can you or are you planning to make structural changes?
If so, which ones?

12 What do you want to spend on your new kitchen?
My kitchen budget:
13 How much space you have for your kitchen?
up to 8 sq.m.
8-15 sq.m
16-25 sq.m
14

2

Do you think you are likely to move and take your kitchen
with you in the next 5 years?
yes
no
Make sure you give your kitchen a modular design!

3

Do you want your kitchen to be a place to work or live in?
only for cooking for cooking and dining
as the hub of the home

4

How do you live?
single person couple

5
6

7

family

shared accommodation

How many persons will be using your kitchen?
1-2 persons
3-4 persons
5 or more persons
How often do you cook?
every day
only at weekends

8

Which type of environment and style do you feel at home in?
modern
timeless
country style

9

Which words best describe your taste in kitchens?
This information will help the planner to give you the style of
kitchen you want:
homely
practical
high-quality
convenient
impressive
minimalist
versatile
structured
customized
practical
tidy
inviting
spacious
colourful
simple
classy
country-style
Further details:

10

11

Which style-defining elements do you see in your kitchen?
kitchen with handles
handleless
planning a sleek look
planning a relaxed look
open shelf units
cooking island
display units
counter solution
Which materials / surface finishes do you prefer?
Surface finish:
matt surfaces
shining surfaces
Finish:
plain
wood (decors)
stone (decors)
Material:
lacquered laminate
genuine lacquer
glass laminate
genuine glass
Artwood (wood laminate)
genuine wood
stone decor (imitation cement)
cement

over 25 sq.m.

Which particular structural aspects need to be considered in the
room? Please make a note of this on the left-hand side of your sketch:
room dimensions
angles (if not 90°)
door sizes
left or right-hung
Where do these doors lead to?
window sizes
sill height
position of radiators
water connection
drain
cooker connection
power sockets for lighting
midway section power sockets
other power sockets (refrigerator / extractor hood)

15

Are you looking for an open or enclosed kitchen?
separate room
open-plan eat-in kitchen

16

Which kitchen shape do you prefer?
kitchenette
galley kitchen
U-shaped kitchen
with kitchen island
with dining for
persons

several times a week
rarely

What is your style of cooking? Usually:
quick, easy meals
dishes involving a lot of work
both

My
kitchen profile

17

How do you normally do your shopping?
in most cases fresh
from provisions

L-shaped kitchen
with counter solution
no particulars
whenever necessary

18 Is any additional storage space available?
pantry
basement
utility room
19

Please fold out
to start answering
the first question!

Your personal Nolte Küchen check-list for talks with your
kitchen planner:
This is where you will find potential answers to the 23 planning questions on pages
5 to 30 of your kitchen profile. On this page you can first make a note of a few basic
details you would like to include in your dream kitchen, the next page then starts with
the planning questions!

Further details for planning your kitchen:
Which appliances do you want to have in your kitchen?
Fitted cooker with hob:
Autonomous hob:
Induction
Induction
Electric
Electric
Gas
Gas
Oven
Microwave
Steam cooker
Coffee maker
Refrigerator
Combined fridge /freezer
Freezer

How do you want the extractor hood installed?
Wall-mounted hood
Island extractor
Fitted in wall unit
Fitted in base unit
Expelled

Re-circulated

Which kitchen appliances do you need to keep on the worktop
or store in a cupboard?
toaster
kettle
coffee maker
microwave oven
food processor(s)

20 How tall are the persons who regularly use the kitchen?
smallest person:
tallest person:
21 Which appliances need to be integrated in a way that
makes them ergonomic to use?
oven
steam cooker
microwave
dishwasher
22 Would you like different working heights for the cooking /
dishwashing /food preparation zones?
yes
no

Every kitchen should
focus on just one
aspect: the individual.

23 Do deeper worktops need to be included for more space
on the work surface?
yes
no

Turn the page to discover more. >>

Eva Brenner, interior designer,
well-known from Germany's "Happy at Home" TV programme.

What material do you want your inset sink to be made of?
Stainless steel
Solid-surface material
Ceramic

Which sources of light do you want in your kitchen?
Downlighter shelves in wall units
Lighting for drawers and pull-outs
Built-in spotlights
Recessed light fittings
Illuminated recess panelling

Would you like multimedia links in your kitchen?
Power sockets / USB integrated in the worktop
Bluetooth / Wi-Fi sound system
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